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What is the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console?
Cylance Endpoint Security detects, protects against, and remediates threats on an organization’s devices
using an AI-powered solution for Zero Trust across devices, networks, apps, and people. The Zero Trust
approach modernizes network security while simultaneously enhancing and improving the network experience
for end users. The Zero Trust security model trusts nothing and no one by default, including users inside
the work network. For more information about Cylance Endpoint Security, see the Cylance Endpoint Security
documentation.

The Cylance Multi-Tenant Console integrates the security capabilities of Cylance Endpoint Security services
into an environment that centralizes your tenant management activities. From the console, you can create and
manage the tenants you support, their users, and device policies. Each tenant resides in its own environment
within the console, which makes it easy for you to switch from one tenant to another.
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Supported browsers for the Cylance Multi-Tenant
Console

Item Requirements

Browser • Latest version of:

• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Edge
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Signing into the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console
If your organization is new to the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, BlackBerry will send an email invitation to an
administrator account that you've provided with a link to create a sign-in password. When this administrator signs
in to the console, they can create users for your organization. Console users receive an email invitation with a link
to create a password for their account. They can then sign in at https://admin.cylance.com and use their work
email address as their username.

Configuring single sign-on for the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console
The Cylance Multi-Tenant Console supports single sign-on (SSO) user authentication with any identity provider
(IdP) that uses SAML 2.0.

For more information about single sign-on, visit support.blackberry.com to read KB66452.

Configure SAML for the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console
1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, hover over  and click Account Overview.
2. Under Authentication Settings, click .
3. Turn on Enable SSO.
4. In the Provider drop-down list, click your IdP provider. If your IdP is not listed, click Custom.
5. In the X.509 certificate field, paste your X.509 certificate information. Include -----BEGIN

CERTIFICATE----- before the certificate text and-----END CERTIFICATE----- after it.
6. In the Login URL field, paste the login URL provided by the IdP.
7. Click .

Use SSO to log in to the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console
After you configure the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console to use your IdP authentication, users in your organization
can then login using SSO.

1. Visit https://admin.cylance.com/#/auth/external-login.
2. In the Email field, type your work email address.
3. In the Region drop-down list, click the appropriate region.
4. Click Sign In.
5. On the IdP authentication page, specify your IdP username and password.
6. Click Sign In.

Configure SAML using an IDP
You can configure SSO for the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console using any IDP that supports SAML 2.0. When you
configure SSO, type the information listed below in the appropriate fields.

Field User input

Entity ID, Issuer, Application name CylancePROTECTMulti-TenantConsole
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Field User input

Sign-on URL, SAML response URL https://admin.cylance.com/<regionCode>/api/auth/
external-auth/consumesaml/< partnerid>

• Replace <partnerid> with your partner ID, and replace <regionCode>
with the appropriate region code:

• us: North America
• au: Asia-Pacific South East (including Australia)
• eu: Europe Central
• gc: Gov Cloud
• jp: Asia-Pacific North East (including Japan)
• sp:  South America East

Configure an ADFS trust
When you configure a relying party trust, type the information listed below in the appropriate fields.

Field User input

Relying Party Identifier Cylance Multi-Tenant Console

SAML Assertion Consumer
Endpoint

https://admin.cylance.com/<regionCode>/api/auth/
external-auth/consume-saml/<partnerid>

• Replace <partnerid> with your partner ID, and replace <regionCode>
with the appropriate region code:

• us: North America
• au: Asia-Pacific South East (including Australia)
• eu: Europe Central
• gc: Gov Cloud
• jp: Asia-Pacific North East (including Japan)
• sp:  South America East

Turn off password login to enable single sign-on
With single sign-on (SSO) enabled, you might need to turn off the option for administrators to log in to the Cylance
Multi-Tenant Console using an email address and password. For security purposes, an organization may require
their users to log in using an external identity provider only.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, hover over  and click Account Overview.
2. In the Authentication Settings section, click .
3. Turn off Password Login.
4. Click .

Using time-based one-time password authentication
You can configure Cylance Multi-Tenant Console to work with a multi-factor authentication app and use a time-
based one-time password as a second-factor authentication method. After you enable time-based one-time
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password authentication, when a user logs in to the console for the first time, they will be provided with a QR
code that allows them to enroll with a multi-factor authentication app such as Google Authenticator, Microsoft
Authenticator, Okta Verify, or Authy.

Configure time-based one-time password authentication
1. In the Multi-Tenant Console, hover-over  and select Account Overview.
2. Under Authentication Settings, click .
3. Click the Time-based OTP option. Note that you must enable the Password Login setting first.
4. In the Time-Step Window  section, select a number of intervals in the drop-down list. Any code within the

window is valid if it precedes or follows the expected code by the number of refresh intervals that you specify.
The refresh interval is 30 seconds, and the default setting is 1.

5. Click Save.

Disable time-based one-time password authentication for a user
You can disable time-based one-time password authentication for individual users.

1. In the Multi-Tenant Console, click Partner Users.
2. On the Partner Users tab, click  for the user you want to edit.
3. Disable the time-based one-time password authentication option for the user.

Note:  If the user was enrolled with time-based one-time password before you disable it, the user to continue
using their previous enrollment with the multi-factor authentication app when you re-enable it.

View which users are configured to use time-based one-time password authentication
On the Partner Users page, in the OTP column, you can see which user is enabled for time-based one-time
password authentication. Note that you can filter on the OTP column.

Enroll with multi-factor authentication
The first time users log in to the console after you have enabled time-based one-time password authentication,
they will be asked to enroll with a multi-factor authentication app using a QR code.

1. On the Multi-Tenant Console sign-in page, enter your credentials.
2. Click Continue.
3. Open your organization’s authentication app on your device, and on the Multi-factor enrollment page, scan the

QR code.
4. In the One time password field, enter the six digit code that is displayed in your organization’s authentication

app on your device.
5. Click Sign in.

Note:  You can click Skip for now up to three times to sign in without entering a one-time password.

Sign in to the Multi-tenant console using a one-time password
1. On the Multi-Tenant Console log in page, enter your credentials.
2. Click Continue.
3. In the One time password field, enter the six digit code that displays on your device in your organization’s

authentication app.
4. Click Sign in.
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Regenerate the enrollment secret for a user
You can regenerate the enrollment secret for a user that has already enrolled with time-based one-time password
authentication. After you regenerate the secret, the user will need to re-enroll with an authentication app the next
time that they log in to the console.

1. In the Multi-Tenant Console, click Partner Users.
2. On the Partner Users tab, click the edit icon for the user you want to regenerate the enrollment secret for.
3. Click Regenerate enrollment secret.
4. Click Regenerate.
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View and manage your account
1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, hover over .
2. Do any of the following:

Task Steps

Update your password. a. Click My Profile.
b. Type your current password.
c. Type your new password.
d. Click Update Password.

View the audit log. a. Click Audit Log.

The audit log lists all user activity from your console.

View your account information. a. Click Account Overview.

The Account Overview page provides information about your multi-
tenant account, billing information, and a list of partner users who can
access your console's information.

Download product usage .csv
files.

a. Click Account Overview.
b. On the Product Usage tab, click Download CSV for the appropriate

billing cycle.
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Creating partner users in the Cylance Multi-Tenant
Console
You can create other Cylance Multi-Tenant Console users that are known as partner users. You can assign a
partner user to one or more tenants that they can manage.

You can assign a role to a partner user that defines the level of access that is granted to the user. Users that are
assigned the administrator role can create and manage tenants, create tenant users, and create and manage
console users. Partner read-only users have read-only access to the tenants that are assigned to them and they
can’t make changes to tenants.

Partner administrators can't disable CylanceOPTICS, CylancePERSONA, or CylanceGATEWAY services after they
have been enabled for a tenant. They will have to contact BlackBerry Support to disable these services.

Create a partner user
When you create a partner user, an invitation is sent to the user's email address. The invitation includes a link that
allows them to create a password for their console's account.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Partner Users.
2. On the Partner Users tab, click Add Partner User.
3. Specify the required information.
4. In the Select A Role drop-down list, click the appropriate role for the partner user.
5. Click Save & Finish.

After you finish:

• To edit a partner user, on the Partner Users page, click . Click Save & Finish.
• To reset a partner user password, on the console's login page, click Forgot Password? Specify the required

information and click Send Reset Link. The partner user will receive an email with a link to reset their
password.

• To delete a partner user, on the Partner Users page, click    beside the partner user that you want to delete.
Click Confirm.

Create and customize partner roles
In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, you can create new user roles using custom permission sets. This allows
you to create roles with customized access to the console's features.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Partner Users.
2. On the Roles and Permissions tab, click Add Role.
3. Type a role name.
4. Select permissions for the role. For more information about the available permissions, see Permissions for

user roles.
5. Click Save New Role.

After you finish:

• To edit a partner role, on the Roles and Permissions tab, click  beside the role that you want to modify. Click
Save Role.
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• To delete a partner role, on the Roles and Permissions tab, click  beside the role that you want to delete.
Click Confirm.

Permissions for user roles
Tenant

These permissions relate to the tenant in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console that the user is assigned to.

Permission Description

Shutdown tenants This permission allows users to shutdown a tenant.

View tenant list This permission allows users to view a list of tenants in the console.

Read tenant details This permission allows users to read the tenant details, such as tenant
information, purchase information, licensing, and evaluation EULA.

Add or modify tenant details This permission allows users to create or modify tenants in the console.

Policy template

These permissions relate to the policy template in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Permission Description

Read policy template details This permission allows users to read the policy template details,
including the policy settings.

View policy template list This permission allows users to view a list of policy templates in the
console.

Add or modify policy template
information

This permission allows users to create or modify policy templates in the
console.

Delete policy templates This permission allows users to delete policy templates in the console.

Report

These permissions relate to the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console reports.

Permission Description

Read report details and report lists This permission allows users to read the console reports.

Add or modify report information This permission allows users to create or modify reports in the console.

Delete report This permission allows users to delete a report from the console.
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Partner-App

These permission relate to the use of API integrations with partner apps in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Permission Description

List partner-app API integration
details

This permission allows users to list partner-app API integration details in
the console.

Read partner-app API integration
details

This permission allows users to read partner-app API integration details
in the console.

Add or modify partner-app API
integrations

This permission allows users to add or modify partner-app API
integrations in the console.

Delete partner-app API integrations This permission allows users to delete partner-app API integrations in
the console.

Ghost-Login

These permissions relate to the Ghost-Login feature in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Permission Description

Ghost-login as tenant user This permission allows a partner to log in with the user's account as
if they were a tenant user, even if the user is assigned a different user
role. The console will log the email address of the partner who logs in as
the user.

Ghost-login as tenant admin This permission allows a partner to log in with the user's account as if
they were a tenant administrator, even if the user is assigned a different
user role. The console will log the email address of the partner who logs
in as the user.

Ghost-login as tenant zone
manager

This permission allows a partner to log in with the user's account as if
they were a tenant zone manager, even if the user is assigned a different
user role. The console will log the email address of the partner who logs
in as the user.

Ghost-login as tenant read only This permission allows users to log in with the user's account as if they
were a tenant read only user, even if the user is assigned a different user
role. The console will log the email address of the partner who logs in as
the user.

Partner

These permissions relate to partner users in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.
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Permission Description

Ability to approve creation of
tenants

This permission allows users to approve the creation of tenants.

View partner list This permission allows users to view the partner list.

Read partner details This permission allows users to read partner details.

Add or modify partner information This permission allows users to add or modify partner information.

Delete partners This permission allows users to delete partners.

User

These permissions relate to the users associated to a tenant in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Permission Description

View user list This permission allows users to view a list of users in the console.

Read user details This permission allows users to read user information.

Add or modify user information This permission allows users to create or modify users in the console.

Delete users This permission allows users to delete users from the console.

Role

These permissions relate to the roles in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Permission Description

View role list This permission allows users to view list of roles in the console.

Read role details This permission allows users to read role information.

Add or modify role information This permission allows users to create or modify roles in the console.

Delete roles This permissions allows users to delete roles from the console.
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Managing tenants in the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console
In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, a tenant represents a customer's organization. Each tenant in the console
resides in an independent customer environment with its own associated devices. After you create a tenant in the
console, you can create tenant users and assign them to the appropriate tenant. If one or more Cylance Endpoint
Security services cannot be successfully enabled in the tenant, an error icon displays in the status column.

Tenants with an evaluation license (a trial license) have 60 days to manually convert to a customer license. Sixty
days after the tenant creation date, the tenant will automatically be converted to a customer license. Fourteen
days before the automated license conversion, an icon will appear next to the tenant’s name to remind the tenant
about the pending conversion.

Create a tenant

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Tenants > Add New tenant.
2. In the Tenant name field, type the name for the tenant.
3. Optionally, in the Unique admin email field, type the email address of the tenant user.
4. Optionally, in the Custom Domain  field, type a custom domain name to make it easier for your users to access

the tenant.
5. In the Tenant Address section, specify the tenant's address information.
6. In the Tenant Features section, choose the features or services that you want to turn on for the tenant.
7. In the Enter Licensing Details section, specify the total number of licenses granted for each service. 

The CylancePROTECT license count is required when you add licenses to a tenant. By default, only
CylancePROTECT is enabled for the tenant. To turn on additional services such as CylanceOPTICS,
CylancePERSONA, and CylanceGATEWAY, in the Tenant Services section, turn on the desired services. If a
service cannot be successfully enabled in a tenant, an error icon displays under the service.

8. If you want to turn on additional CylanceOPTICS services, under Tenant Services, turn on Optics v2. Choose
the features that you want to turn on.

9. Click Save & Finish.

Tenant creation is an asynchronous process that prevents you from making edits to the tenant until the process is
complete.

After you finish:

• To view a list of your customers' tenants, click the Active Tenants tab.
• To edit a tenant, on the Active Tenants tab, click the tenant that you want to edit. Click  beside the section

that you want to edit. To save your changes, click .

Manage tenant threats from a global list
You can view the policies, zones, devices, agent versions, and tenant users for the tenants you manage, which
allows you to help manage your customers’ organizations and assist with troubleshooting.

You can add a file to the global quarantine list to block it from all devices in a tenant, and you can add a file to the
global safelist to allow it on all devices in the tenant.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Tenants.
2. On the Active Tenants tab, click a tenant.
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3. On the Threats tab, click the threat that you want to take action on.
4. To add a threat to the global quarantine list, click Globally Quarantine. To add the threat to the global safelist,

click Globally Safelist.
5. Choose the tenants to add the threat to their global quarantine list.
6. Click Next.
7. Type a reason for adding this to the global quarantine list or global safelist.
8. Click Next.
9. Click Globally Quarantine or Globally Safelist.

After you finish:

• To remove an item from the global quarantine list, on the Active Tenants tab, click a tenant. On the Quarantine
List tab, choose the files that you want to remove. Click Remove Selected > Yes, Remove from List.

• To remove an item from the global safelist, on the Active Tenants tab, click a tenant. On the Safelist tab,
choose the files that you want to remove. Click Remove Selected > Yes, Remove from List.

Create tenant users
As a Cylance Multi-Tenant Console administrator, you can add tenant users, which represent the employees within
an organization. When you add a tenant user, they will receive an invitation email message to create a password
and set up their account.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Tenants.
2. On the Active Tenants tab, click a tenant that you want to add a user to.
3. On the Tenant Users tab, click Add Tenant User.
4. Specify the tenant user's first name, last name, and email address.
5. Click Save & Finish.

After you finish:

• To edit a tenant user, on the Active Tenants tab, click the tenant that the tenant user belongs to. On the Tenant
Users tab, click  beside the tenant user. Click Save & Finish.

• To delete a tenant user, on the Active Tenants tab, click the tenant that the tenant user belongs to. On the
Tenant Users tab, click  beside the tenant user that you want to delete. Click Confirm.

Use support login to log in as a tenant or tenant user
Support login, also known as ghost login, allows you to conveniently log in to a tenant's Cylance console as the
tenant or as a tenant user to manage their account. With support login, you don't need a password to access a
tenant or tenant user's Cylance console. You can only view and modify what their permissions allow.

The user’s audit log will show that you logged in to the Cylance console as the user.

Before you begin: To use the support login feature, contact a tenant administrator to verify that support login is
enabled in the tenant’s Cylance console. On the menu bar, the administrator should click Settings > Application
and confirm that Enable Support Login is selected.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Tenants.
2. Do one of the following:
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Task Steps

Use support login to login as a tenant a. On the Active Tenants tab, click    beside the
tenant you want to log in as.

b. Click Confirm.

Use support login to login as a tenant user a. On the Active Tenants tab, click the tenant.
b. On the Tenant Users tab, click    beside the

user you want to log in as.
c. Click Confirm.

You will be taken directly to the Cylance console using the tenant or tenant user's account.

Shut down a tenant
If a customer's license to the Cylance console expires, you can shut down the tenant, which removes their access
to the Cylance console. Because the agents will no longer communicate with the Cylance console, they will
display a message stating that the user will need an installation token to connect to the console.

After you shut down a tenant, you cannot recover the tenant’s data unless you turn on the 7-day grace period. This
grace period allows you to cancel the shutdown and it gives the tenant time to renew their Cylance licenses.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Tenants.
2. On the Active Tenants tab, click the tenant that you want to shut down.
3. Click Shut Down Tenant.
4. Do one of the following:

Action Description

Turn off the 7-day grace period. • The tenant will be removed from your system and you won’t be
able to recover its data. The process may take up to 24 hours to
complete.

Turn on the 7-day grace period. • The tenant will be removed after the 7-day grace period. After the
grace period ends, the tenant is removed and you won’t be able to
recover its data.

• During the grace period, you can cancel the shutdown by clicking
Tenants > Pending > Cancel Shutdown.

5. Click Shut down tenant.
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Managing device policies from the Cylance Multi-Tenant
Console
A device policy defines how the CylancePROTECT agent handles malware it detects on a user’s device. A device
policy is also used to enable and configure other services, including CylanceOPTICS and CylancePERSONA
Desktop. Every device must be assigned a device policy. If you do not assign a custom policy to a device, the
device is assigned the default policy.

The device policy templates allow you to configure and customize policy settings, apply them to new and existing
tenants, and manage device policy assignments for all tenants directly from the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console.

Policy template actions are recorded in the console audit log, which includes the user who performed the action
and the time of the action.

Policy template role permissions allow you to grant console users access to the policy template. Enabling a policy
template permission does not automatically enable any dependencies. For example, if you enable the read policy
template details permission, you must also enable the view policy template list permission. For more information,
see Create and customize partner roles.

Note that there is no automated synchronization between the device policy template and the tenant policies. If
you update the template, you will have to re-apply the template to a tenant.

Step Action

Create a device policy template.

Apply a device policy template to a tenant.

Assign a device policy to a device.

Create a device policy template
You can create device policy templates to apply to your customers’ tenants. This feature can streamline customer
onboarding, product enablement, and the implementation process.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Settings > Add New Template.
2. Type a name for the template.
3. Configure the device policy settings.

For more information about device policy settings and description. see Device policy settings.
4. Click Save & Finish.

After you finish: Apply a device policy template to a tenant.
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Apply a device policy template to a tenant
To assign the same device policy to multiple devices in a tenant, you will first need to apply the device policy
template to the tenant that those devices belong to. 

Before you begin: Create a device policy template.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Tenants.
2. On the Active Tenants page, click a tenant.
3. On the Policies tab, click Apply a Policy Template.
4. Select one or more policy templates to assign to the tenant. You can use keywords to filter the policy

templates.
5. Click Apply.

After you finish: Assign a device policy to a device.

Assign a device policy to a device
After you assign a device policy template to a customer's tenant, you can apply the device policy to devices that
belong to that tenant. You can apply a device policy to multiple devices, but a device can only have one policy.

Before you begin: Apply a device policy template to a tenant.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Tenants.
2. On the Active Tenants tab, click a tenant.
3. On the Devices tab, select the devices that you want the device policy to apply to.
4. Click Assign Policy.
5. Select a policy to apply to the devices.
6. Click Assign Policy.

Device policy settings
Cylance Endpoint Security administrators use device policies to configure and define the behavior of the
CylancePROTECT Desktop agent, the CylanceOPTICS agent, and the CylancePERSONA Desktop agent on users'
devices.

For more information about each device policy setting, see the Device policy documentation.
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Using linked policy templates
You can create a linked policy template and link it to all of your tenants or to a subset of your tenants. If you make
a change to a setting in one of the linked policy templates, that change applies to all of the tenants that use the
policy. This allows you to quickly make changes to multiple tenants instead of updating each tenant separately.

Create a linked policy template
A linked policy template allows you to select a set of options that you can apply to multiple tenants
simultaneously.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Linked Policy Templates.
2. Click Add New Template.
3. Type a name for the template.
4. Turn on the Default Template option if you want the linked policy template to override the policy template in

your linked tenants.
Note that after you set a policy template as a default template, it remains linked with the tenant’s default
policies and cannot be modified.

5. Click the options in the left-hand menu and select the settings that you want to apply to the linked policy
template.

6. Click Create.

Link a linked policy template with multiple tenants
You can link a linked policy template with multiple tenants, which allows you to make a change to the linked policy
and update all of the tenants that you have linked with the policy simultaneously.

For a non-default linked template, when the linking request creates a new policy in all tenants selected for linking,
an email message with linking status details is sent to the administrator. For a default linked template, when
the linking operation updates the default policy in all tenants selected for linking, an email message with linking
status details is sent to the administrator.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Linked Policy Template.
2. Click the linked policy template that you want to link.
3. Click Linked Tenants.
4. Click Link Tenant.
5. Select the tenants that you want to link the policy template to, or use the search field to find the tenants and

add them.
6. Click Link Tenant. 

Note that while linking is taking place, you cannot make any changes to the associated template.

Unlink a linked policy template from tenants
When a linked policy template is unlinked from selected tenants, the corresponding policy in the linked tenant is
not deleted.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Linked Policy Templates > Linked Tenants.
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2. Select the tenants that you want to unlink the linked policy template from.
3. Click Unlink Tenant > Unlink.

Update a linked policy template
When a linked policy template is updated, the corresponding policy in any linked tenants is updated. If you have
made changes to a linked policy in the tenant directly, those changes will be overwritten.

For a non-default linked template, when the linking operation finishes updating the linked policy in all linked
tenants, an email message with linking status details is sent to the administrator. For a default linked template,
when the linking operation finishes updating the default policy in all linked tenants, an email message with linking
status details is sent to the administrator.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Linked Policy Templates.
2. Click the template that you want to update.
3. Make your changes.

Note that after you set a policy template as a default template, it remains linked with the tenant’s default
policies and cannot be modified.

4. Click Save.

Delete a linked policy template
You cannot delete templates that are linked with a tenant. You must remove them from the tenant first.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Linked Policy Templates.
2. Select the templates that you want to remove.
3. Click Delete.
4. Click Remove Template.
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Create a bulk update request
You can update the agent version update rules of your tenants simultaneously by submitting a bulk update
request.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, click Settings > Bulk Agent Update.
2. In the Select Tenants section on the New Bulk Update Request tab, click Select Tenants.
3. Select the desired tenants and click Select Tenants.
4. In the Select Rules section, click Select Update Rules.
5. In the General Information section, select a rule name. The supported rules are Test, Pilot, and Production.
6. In the Assign Zones section, enter a zone name and press the Enter key to complete specifying the zone. You

can enter multiple unique zone names that'll be processed case-insensitively. The specified list of zones will
replace all the zones currently assigned to the rule in the target tenant. If a specified zone does not exist in the
target tenant, the zone will be skipped and indicated in the status report. If none of the specified zones exist,
the rule update will fail.

7. In the CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS sections, choose the update settings for the respective agents.
The CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS versions can be set to Auto Update for the Production rule, however
in this case your bulk update request cannot include Test and Pilot rules at the same time. If CylanceOPTICS
is not enabled in the target tenant, the rule update will only be performed for the specified CylancePROTECT
version. If the selected CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS versions are not available in the target tenant,
the rule update will fail.

8. Click Select.
9. If you want to add additional rules, repeat steps 4-8.
10.Once all your tenants and rules have been added, click Submit.

After you finish:

• While the agent bulk update is in progress, you cannot make any new updates until it is finished.
• You will receive an email notification when the bulk process is complete.
• On the Bulk Update History tab, you can download the status report of your bulk request and view your

previous bulk update requests from the last 30 days.
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Create a report
You can use the reports feature to produce custom reports that collect data from across the tenants that you
manage.

1. In the Cylance Multi-Tenant Console, on the menu bar, click Reports.
2. On the Reports tab, click Create Report.
3. Type a report name.
4. From the Report Type drop-down list, select one of the following reports:

Report type Description

Audit Log This report logs actions performed in the console.

Account Data This report includes information about the tenant.

Partner User This report includes information about partner users and roles.

Tenant Devices This report includes information about tenant devices.

Tenant Detections This report includes information about detected threats.

Tenant User This report includes user information and information about roles
across all tenants.

Policy Details This report includes information about device policy settings.

5. In the Report Fields section, select the report fields that you want to apply to the report.
6. In the Report Filters section, add a filter and configure its parameters.
7. If you want to run the report on a schedule, turn on Schedule Report and do one of the following:

Action Steps

Run the report once on a specific
date.

a. Click One-Time.
b. Set the date you want the report to run on.

Run the report on a regular basis. a. Click Recurring.
b. Set the frequency you want the report to run on.
c. Set the start date of the report, the date the report will run on, and

the date the report will end on.

8. Do one of the following:

• To save the report and run it immediately, click Save and Run Report.
• To save the report without running it, click Save & Finish.

After you finish:

• To view and download recently generated reports, on the Reports page, click Recently Run.
• To edit a report, on the Reports tab, click  beside the report that you want to edit. To save your changes, click

Save and Run Report or Save & Finish.
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Report filters
Report filters that require filter text

Filter Description

Contains The data that is returned from this filter contains the contents that you
type into the filter text field.

For example, if you type "ol" into the Contains filter text field, "policy" is
included in the report, but "template" is excluded from the report.

Does not contain The data that is returned from this filter does not contain the contents
that you type into the filter text field.

For example, if you type "po" into the Does not contain filter text field,
"partner" is included in the report, but "policy" is excluded from the report.

Ends with The data that is returned from this filter ends with the contents that you
type into the filter text field.

For example, if you type "ing" into the Ends with filter text field, "reporting"
is included in the report, but "reported" is excluded from the report.

In With this filter, you can select the type of content that you want to
include in the report, such as usernames and actions.

Is equal The data that is returned from this filter match the contents that you type
into the filter text field.

Is not equal The data that is returned from this filter does not match the contents
that you type into the filter text field.

Starts with The data that is returned from this filter start with the contents that you
type into the filter text field.

For example, if you type "po" into the Starts with filter text field, "policy" is
included from the report, but "partner" is excluded from the report.

Report filters for counts and dates

Filter Description

Greater than For counts or for filters that use an integer, the data that is greater than
the number that you specify is included in the report. For dates, the data
that is newer than the selected date is included in the report.

Greater than or equal For counts or for filters that use an integer, the data that is greater
than or equal to the number that you specify is included in the report.
For dates, the data that is newer than or equal to the selected date is
included in the report.
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Filter Description

Is equal For counts or for filters that use an integer, the data that is equal to the
number that you specify is included in the report. For dates, the data that
has the same date as the selected date is included in the report.

Is not equal For counts or filters that use an integer, the data that is not equal to the
number that you specify is included in the report. For dates, the data that
has a date that is not the same as the selected date is included in the
report.

Less than For counts or for filters that use an integer, the data that is less than the
number that you specify is included in the report. For dates, the data that
is older than the selected date is included in the report.

Less than or equal For counts or for filters that use an integer, the data that is less than or
equal to the number that you specify is included in the report. For dates,
the data that is older than or equal to the selected date is included in the
report.
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Generating an API token for the Cylance Multi-Tenant
Console
The Cylance Multi-Tenant Console API allows you to generate an API token, access policy templates, and
administer tenants.

To learn about how to create a partner application, generate a bearer token, and make an API health check,
see the Cylance MTC Partner API Documentation. There, you will find a downloadable JSON file that contains
examples of the console’s API that you can import into Postman. If you use other API software, you can copy the
API requests directly from the API webpage.
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